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Story

Two Heros with Fire in their Bums!

Take twenty-two-point-four steps forwards, five big hops and seven steps backwards from the end of the

world, close one eye, spin around in a circle, and hey presto! You’ve arrived in the valley of the Vulkanos!

In the fifth Vulkano-Adventure Flambia’s mother Magmalia sews a fireproof cover for her volcano to make it

look more presentable. But the cover blows away, taking Flambia, Krato and Smok with it! They drift across

the sky, eventually coming to an island so bizarre that they can scarcely believe their eyes. The island is

home to the schneggles – creatures who neither burp nor fart. It’s a good thing the Vulkanos happen to

have brought along the fart-inducing fuel the schneggles so desperately need...

Franziska Gehm

Franziska Gehm was born in 1974. She studied English, psychology and intercultural economy

communication in Germany, England and Ireland. After finishing her studies she worked at a grammar

school in Denmark, for a German radio station and in a publishing house. Today she works and lives as an

author and translator in Munich with her family. Many of her books have been translated into various

languages.
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Press commentaries

Press reviews for the series:

“Franziska Gehm has created a fantastical volcano-world. Humorously, the author plays with terms around

volcano-life.”

Birgit Franz, Eselsohr

“Smart, funny, and with cute illustrations, the Volcanos light a bright reading fire under first reader’s

behinds.”

Almanac of Children’s Literature Book Store Schmitz Junior

“Again, very, very funny.”

Beate Schräder, Westfälische Nachrichten

“The Volcanos are loveable figures who are immediately taken into first reader’s hearts. Great illustrations

round of the stories.”

Renate Pinzke, Hamburger Morgenpost

“An absolutely brilliant friendship story.”

Beate Schräder, Westfälische Nachrichten

“Adorable-hilarious story.”

Martina Hildebrand, Nürnberger Nachrichten

More titles in this series
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The Vulkanos – Their Most

Explosive Adventures

The Vulkanos Fart Away! (Vol.

1)

The Vulkanos Are Smashing!

(Vol. 2)

The Vulkanos Let It Rip! (Vol.

3)

The Vulkanos Hatch A Plan!

(Vol. 4)

The Vulkanos Fire Up! (Vol. 6)

The Vulkanos Conquer an

Island (Vol. 7)
The Vulkanos Chase Away the

Dragon Lizard! (Vol.8)
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